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I. INTRODUCTION
Insulating states of matter arise, in clean systems, as a result of a commensuration between particle density and a crystalline lattice or a magnetic field. Mott insulators are a particularly interesting class, with an odd number of electrons in each unit cell. Their low energy physics is captured by a spin model with an odd number of S = 1/2 moments in the unit cell. A powerful result due to Lieb, Schultz, and Mattis in 1D
1 , later extended to higher dimensions by Hastings and Oshikawa 2, 3 , holds that if all symmetries remain unbroken, the ground state must be 'exotic' -such as a Luttinger liquid in 1D, or a quantum spin liquid in higher dimensions, with fractional 'spinon' excitations. These exotic states cannot be represented as simple product states, as a consequence of long ranged quantum entanglement. This general result has experimental consequences -indeed no sign of magnetic or spatial symmetry breaking is observed down to temperatures that are orders of magnitude below the intrinsic energy scales in certain materials 4 , including the quasi 2D Mott insulators κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3 , β Pd(dmit) 2 and Herbertsmithite ZnCu 3 (OH) 6 Cl 2 , as well as the 3D Mott insulator Na 4 Ir 3 O 8 . Hence if we can apply the Hastings-Oshikawa-LSM theorem (collectively referred to as HOLSM) to these systems, a strong case is made for an exotic ground state (assuming that the effects of disorder can be ignored). However, HOLSM invoke spin rotation invariance in an essential way, which is typically broken in real materials due to spin-orbit coupling. These effects are not small: Herbertsmithite has SO(3)-breaking Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya terms thought to be on the order of 10% of the Heisenberg coupling 5, 6 . In the anti-ferromagnetic hyperkagome compound Na 4 Ir 3 O 8 , the physics is even dominated by spin-orbit coupling effects and charge fluctuation is significant 4 . Physically, the only exact symmetry is time reversal (TR) symmetry, and the crystal translations and charge conservation which allow us to define the filling. Can HOLSM be extended to this physically more realistic situation?
In this work we show that it indeed can, although entirely different theoretical approaches are needed. We argue that if a spin-orbit coupled insulator at odd filling is time-reversal symmetric, its ground state must, in a precise sense, be exotic. We introduce two theoretical approaches that, like the flux threading arguments of HOLSM, are non-perturbative, but differs from them in that conservation of spin is not assumed. The first is an entanglement based approach that allows us to prove that symmetric, gapped and unfractionalized insulatorsthe interacting analog of a band insulator, with a unique ground state on both the plane and torus -are only allowed at even integer fillings ν = 2m. For brevity we refer to such symmetric short-range entangled insulators as 'sym-SRE' insulators. A corollary of this result is that at odd integer fillings, Mott insulating phases must either break a symmetry or have a ground state degeneracy on certain geometries due to other, more exotic, mechanisms. A special case of this result in 1D spin models was previously discussed in Ref. 7 . Here we will extend it to higher dimensions and allow for charge fluctuations.
This constraint on filling arises even when translations are the only spatial symmetries. What if additional symmetries are present, such as the 230 space groups of 3D crystals? It turns out that additional constraints appear only for the non-symmorphic space groups, where the minimal filling at which a sym-SRE insulator arises is at least ν = 4. We find lower bounds on the minimal filling for all 157 non-symmorphic space groups, and these bounds are shown to be the tightest possible for a large majority of them. Earlier results on noninteracting band structures [8] [9] [10] had pointed out that in nonsymmorphic crystals there are required band touchings leading to larger minimal fillings. In Refs. 11 and 12 this was generalized to interacting systems using flux threading arguments. However, similar to the HOLSM arguments, these need to assume spin rotation invariance, and typically do not lead to useful constraints in their absence. Our entanglement based argument allows both for strong interactions and broken spin rotation invariance, while preserving time reversal symmetry. The best bounds are obtained using a different approach, by defining the system on a closed manifold that is locally flat and hence is locally indistinguishable from Euclidean space (the Bieberbach spaces). These are generalizations of the torus -where instead of identifying points related by translations, one uses non-symmorphic elements, say glides or screws, to obtain a compact manifold. By exposing an obstruction for systems defined on such spaces, we show that the sym-SRE phase, which should be sensitive only to local physics, cannot appear at certain fillings.
Finally we show there are special cases where obstructions to a sym-SRE insulator occurs despite being on symmorphic lattices at even integer filling. These only occur in spin models without charge fluctuations, where reflection symmetry relates two entanglement cuts that can enclose an odd number of sites.
OVERVIEW
Before presenting our detailed arguments, we first give an intuitive description of the key ideas and results.
In this work we prove a general constraint on the minimum number of electrons ν min per primitive unit cell required to realize a sym-SRE phase:
Consider a system of electrons with Kramers degeneracy. We assume the U(1) (particle number) symmetry, a space group symmetry (including lattice translations), and the time-reversal symmetry. Then, to obtain a sym-SRE phase the average number of electrons per primitive unit cell (i.e. filling) has to be an even integer no less than two: ν min ≥ 2. Furthermore, if the space group is non-symmorphic, ν min must be an even integer no less than four.
To warm up, we first ignore charge fluctuations and consider an infinite, periodic 1D chain with one localized spin-1/2 moment per cell. For an S z conserving chain at half filling (including SO(3) invariant chains), the LSM theorem asserts that the ground state must be either gapless or break a symmetry. A more general version of LSM is known in 1D 7 : when each unit cell carries a projective representation of a symmetry of the system (or Kramers degeneracy), a sym-SRE phase is forbidden.
To illustrate the ideas discussed in Ref. 7 , consider a spin-1/2 chain with TR symmetryT . Suppose the system is in a sym-SRE phase, and consider an entanglement cut at some bondx, which determines a Schmidt decomposition of the ground state. Due to the presence of a gap, the high-weight Schmidt states have a discrete spectrum, 13 which we label by α. The Schmidt states |α L are all either Kramers singlets, withT 2 |α L = |α L , or doublets, withT 2 = −1. This is because in the ab-
Schematic Schmidt decomposition of an infinite periodic chain with one spin-1/2 per cell and time-reversal symmetry. (a) Two entanglement cuts, related by a lattice translation, enclose one spin-1/2 moment. If the system is in a sym-SRE phase, the Schmidt states have the sameT 2 eigenvalue at the same cut and has to change from, say,T 2 = +1 (blue) at cutx toT 2 = −1 (red) at cutx + 1, which is inconsistent with translation symmetry. The system can circumvent such obstruction by either becoming gapless or spontaneously breaking symmetry (such that the symmetric state is a cat state). (b) Pictorial description of a VBS cat state.
sence of long-range order, all Schmidt states differ by the action of operators localized near the cut, and local operators never switch the value ofT 2 . Now advance the entanglement cut by a lattice translation to bondx + 1, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . On the one hand, we have added one more spin-1/2 to the Schmidt states, so their T 2 eigenvalue must change by −1; on the other hand, the two cuts should be equivalent due to translation invariance, so theirT 2 eigenvalue should not change. We thus arrive at a contradiction: the Kramers degeneracy carried by each unit cell translates into an obstruction to a sym-SRE phase.
In 1D there are two ways to circumvent the obstruction. If the system is gapless, the Schmidt weights form a degenerate continuum and it is no longer well-defined to track theT 2 eigenvalue of any particular Schmidt state. If the system spontaneously breaks a discrete symmetry, one can still form a symmetric combination of the ground states, but it will be a Schrödinger cat state with long range order. For a cat state the Schmidt states look different from each other arbitrarily far away from the cut, and the assignment ofT 2 eigenvalues may differ across different Schmidt states at the same cut. For example, for the valence-bond solid (VBS) state in Fig. 1(b) , we assign T 2 = −1 if the entanglement cut dissects a singlet pair, and T 2 = +1 otherwise. Consequently theT 2 eigenvalue depends on the Schmidt state and our argument breaks down.
To obtain similar bounds in higher-dimensional periodic systems, one can extend the above argument by suitably imposing periodic boundary conditions with odd circumference in all but one dimension to form a quasi-1D cylindrical geometry, then apply the 1D argument. In dimensions higher than 1D, if the system is gapped the resulting ground state degeneracy at ν < ν min can either be due to spontaneous symmetry breaking, or due to topological order. For topological orders with ν < ν min , the topologically degenerate ground states associated with periodic boundary conditions may be related to each other by the symmetries, which is a subtle form of symmetry-breaking. For instance, this implies a TR-symmetric system of a Kagome lattice, having three spin-1/2 moments per cell, cannot be in the sym-SRE phase.
HOLSM is only one example of a much larger class of constraints we obtain using this program: a sym-SRE phase is actually prohibited whenever two entanglement cuts are related by some spatial symmetry (such as reflection, glide, or screw) and they enclose a projective representation. In particular, tighter bounds can be obtained when the enclosed volume is only a fraction of the unit cell. Later in this work we give a concrete model of localized spin moments in which the two cuts are related by a reflection. Consequentially a sym-SRE phase can be forbidden even when there are two spin-1/2 moments per unit cell.
In real materials, however, the spin-1/2 moments typically come from spinful electrons that are not strictly localized and spin-orbit coupling can be significant. Naively, one might think any lower bound on the required number of localized spin-1/2 moments simply morphs into one on electron filling. Surprisingly, this is not true: there are localized spin models, like the reflectionsymmetric one mentioned above, for which a sym-SRE phase ceases to be forbidden once charge fluctuation is allowed.
To understand real materials, it is therefore important to extend HOLSM-type theorems to electronic systems with both charge fluctuation and spin-orbit coupling. We address this problem in this work assuming only particle number conservation and time-reversal symmetry. Our results indicate that an electronic system can be in a sym-SRE phase only when the filling is an even integer no less than two. For most non-symmorphic space groups, the presence of fractional translations in the glides or screws allows us to obtain an even tighter bound of ν min ≥ 4. Two non-symmorphic space groups, however, are exceptional and do not contain any intrinsically non-symmorphic elements 14 ; they instead feature a 'Borromean ring' of screws, and our entanglement argument does not distinguish them from the symmorphic ones. To handle them, we appeal to the following physical intuition: a sym-SRE phase is sensitive only to local physics, so should have a unique ground state on any large lattice geometry that looks locally identical to the translationally invariant infinite plane. These geometries are the lattice analogs of compact flat 3-manifolds, and by systematically studying all the compact flat 3-manifolds we obtain the tightest possible lower bounds for a set of 'elementary' space groups that we list in Table I . Using the group-subgroup relations, we manage to derive lower bounds on the sym-SRE electron filling for each of all 230 space groups ( Fig. 2 of Appendix). These lower bounds are provably tight for all but ten space groups.
A LSM-type theorem for interacting spin-orbit coupled chains
Here we prove that a TR-invariant 1D interacting SOC chain at odd filling ν is either gapless or breaks symmetry (translation or TR). The argument presented here paraphrases a more precise proof using the language of matrix product states in Appendix. We proceed by assuming the ground state |Ψ is symmetric and short-range correlated, and derive a constraint on the filling ν. Let x label unit cells andT 1 be the translation x → x + 1. Each unit cell may contain many sites and orbitals. We Schmidt decompose |Ψ across a bondx ∈ (x 0 − 1, x 0 ),
with Schmidt weights sx α . Assuming the phase is gapped, |Ψ obeys an area law, so the spectrum sx α (and hence the label α) is discrete. Each Schmidt state is an eigenstate of the number operator, but it is subtle to discuss their eigenvalues (the total charge to the left) as they are ill-defined in the thermodynamic limit. Instead, the well-defined quantity is the charge relative to the mean filling,
The sum is well conditioned because α|Q x |α x L → 0 as x → −∞ exponentially quickly for a gapped state. This follows from the fact that the Schmidt states differ from the ground state only in the vicinity of the cut and the ground state is assumed not to have charge-density wave (CDW) order. Translation invarianceT 1 |Ψ = |Ψ implies that the Schmidt decompositions across different bonds are related by sx α = sx +1 α ,T 1 |α x L/R = |α x+1 L/R , with the two translation-related states having the same charge excess Q α . The Schmidt states at the two cuts are related by the addition of the intervening sites, spanned by states |p x :
Choosing a charge eigenbasis for the sites,Q x |p x = Q p |p x with Q p ∈ Z−ν, charge conservation implies that whenever B p αβ = 0 we have Q α = Q β + Q p . However, so long as the state is short-range correlated, Q α − Q β ∈ Z, since any two Schmidt states differ by the addition or rearrangment of some particles near the entanglement cut. This is a contradiction unless ν ∈ Z (the HOLSM theorem). If |Ψ is a cat state of two CDWs, so is symmetric but not short-range correlated, the differences Q α − Q β no longer need to be an integer and our argument does not apply.
When TR symmetry is incorporated, each Schmidt state is either part of a Kramers singlet or doublet:
Of course (T 2 ) α is related to (−1) Qα , but we have to recall thatT 2 is defined to be (−1)N x , not (−1)Q x . The divergence of the total charge results in an ambiguous but (assuming short-range correlations) α-independent phase:
Again, because of translation invariance, the charge excess Q α and the TR character (T 2 ) α are independent of x. Now consider the action ofT 2 on the decomposition
where we used Q α = Q β + Q p and Eq. (3) again in the last step. Note the important factor of (−1) ν compared to (T 2 ) α in Eq. (5). It follows that (−1) ν = 1 and hence ν ∈ 2Z.
If ν / ∈ 2Z, one of our assumptions must be violated: either the phase is gapless, the state breaks a symmetry, or it is symmetric but a long-range correlated cat state. For example, for a gapless system the entanglement Hamiltonian is also gapless: all s α → 0, the Schmidt states form a continuum, and the symmetry properties of the Schmidt states are ill-defined. Alternatively, for a VBS cat state in Fig. 1(b) , the ambiguous phase e iΦ is no longer α-independent, but instead will depend on which of the two VBS sectors the Schmidt state belongs to.
A. Extension to 3D symmorphic and non-symmorphic crystals
The above argument can be extended to 3D systems 16 using the quasi-1D (generalized) cylinder R × T 2 . Given a 3D crystal with the primitive lattice vector a 1,2,3 , we introduce a periodic boundary condition that identifies x with x + N 2 a 2 and x + N 3 a 3 . We are then left with a single 'long' direction with infinite extent along a 1 and a translation symmetryT 1 . Formally we can view the cylinder as a 1D-chain with a 1D-unit cell that comprises N 2 N 3 of the 3D unit cells. Therefore, choosing N 2 , N 3 to be odd, the constraint on 1D filling
The extension implicitly assumed the following: if the phase is trivial, for sufficiently large N 2 , N 3 the resulting cylinder must also have a unique ground state. Intuitively, a sym-SRE phase cannot detect the global topology -we will comment further on this later. Similar assumptions were invoked in Oshikawa's argument 2 . The lower bound ν min = 2 is in fact the tightest bound for all 73 symmorphic space groups in 3D (unless extra constraints, like specifying a lattice realization, are imposed). A space group is said to be symmorphic if every symmetry element can be decomposed into a product of a lattice translation n i a i (n i ∈ Z) and a point group element. Such a decomposition implies that putting a site at the 'origin' of the point group within each unit cell generates a lattice that respects all the symmetries. For symmorphic space groups, therefore, one can trivially realize an atomic insulator at ν = 2 by putting a pair of electrons into a singlet state at the highest symmetry point in each unit cell. Since we can explicitly construct a sym-SRE state at ν = 2, the bound ν min = 2 is tight. Note that such a high-symmetry point is a special instance of the allowed positions of sites compatible with the space group, known as the 'Wyckoff positions'. A set of sites in a Wyckoff position (labeled by a 'Wyckoff letter') transforms within itself under all symmetry elements, and can be thought of as the admissible positions of the atoms.
The situation is very different when the space group is non-symmorphic (NS), for which given any fixed origin at least one symmetry element contains a fractional translation. As a direct consequence, each unit cell must contain more than one site. Since an atomic insulator is formed by having a singlet pair of electrons per site, the upper bound on ν min per cell can be inferred from the Wyckoff position with fewest sites. This is listed in the 'A.I.' column of Table I .
To systematically study all 157 NS space groups, we focus on those 18 space groups listed in Table I , which we refer to as 'elementary' in the following. All other NS space groups contain at least one of these elementary groups as a subgroup. (More precisely, here we are referring to so-called translationengleiche subgroups or tsubgroups 17 , which retain the primitive unit cell of the entire group.) Thus, a lower bound on the elementary space groups immediately provides a lower bound for the others, though further work is required to determine whether the inferred bounds are tight.
All elementary NS space groups, except for No. 24, are made NS by a n m -screw (2π/n-rotationĈ n followed by m/n-translation) or a glide (a mirror reflection followed by a half translation), which we denote byĜ and list in the 'Sym. elements' columm of Table I . No. 24 is known as an 'exceptional' NS space group and will be addressed later.
To establish a dimensional reduction as before, we have to specify our choice of the primitive lattice vectors a 1,2,3 . We require the following: (i) the NS operationĜ is represented asĜ = e −i(m/n)ˆ P · a1X . Here,X is the rotation C n about an axis parallel to a 1 for n m -screws, or the mirror about a plane that contains a 1 for a glide (where m/n = 1/2). (ii) The plane spanned by a 2 and a 3 is invariant underX. For these elementary NS groups, one can check case by case that such a choice is possible. (For No. 80, one has to use the conventional cell, which contains two primitive unit cells.)
As before, we take a cylinder geometry R × T 2 by introducing the periodic boundary condition for N 2 a 2 and N 3 a 3 . We then replace the translationT 1 in the above argument with the NS operationĜ. The action ofX is purely 'onsite' in the 1D picture and has no effect on our 1D argument, sinceX merely rotates or reflects the plane spanned by a 2 and a 3 , as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . The volume enclosed by the two cuts related byĜ is m/n times smaller than the symmorphic case, so we now have ν 1D = (m/n)N 2 N 3 ν. Requiring ν 1D ∈ 2Z, we prove the ν min listed under column 'Ent.' in Table I . (Remember that the conventional cell of No. 80 contains two primitive unit cells, so we have to divide the naive bound 8 by two to get the filling bound of 4.) For most of the elementary NS space groups, the lower bound obtained here coincides with the upper bound from the atomic insulator limit, and hence is also the tightest bound.
Curiously, the argument here does not produce a tighter bound for No. 24. The difficulty is that No. 24 contains three orthogonal 2 1 screws, and if any one is absent the crystal is symmorphic. Therefore, we need a new machinery that makes use of multiple NS operations at once. Similarly, the bounds obtained for No. 19, 29 and 33 are not the tightest because they are also generated by multiple NS operations.
Alternative method: Constraining the filling by defining sym-SRE insulators on compact flat manifolds
The above argument based on the 1D Schmidt decomposition can only utilize a single glide or screw, whereas multiple such non-symmorphic operations can be present in a space group. Here we present a different line of argument to overcome this challenge.
We employ the following physical principle: if a Hamil-tonian defined on an infinite lattice Λ with space group SG is in a sym-SRE phase, it will have a unique ground state on any compact lattice geometry in which a) the Hamiltonian is locally indistinguishable from that on Λ, b) the particle density is that of the thermodynamic limit, and c) the width of all compact directions is sufficiently larger than some scale comparable to the correlation length. The lattice geometries we have in mind are generalizations of the torus; in the continuum we would say they are 'flat'. Intuitively, a sym-SRE state is only sensitive to local physics, so cannot detect the global geometry so long as each patch is locally identical to Λ. Let us first use this principle to reproduce our constraint on ν for symmorphic crystals. To that end, it is sufficient to put the system on a torus T 3 with odd circumferences N 1 , N 2 , N 3 in every direction, which is a well defined procedure since the Hamiltonian is translationally invariant. If the filling ν is odd, the total number of electrons N e = νN 1 N 2 N 3 is also odd and Kramers degeneracy is unavoidable. Yet according to the principle, a sym-SRE phase should have a unique ground state: it is short-range correlated, so cannot detect the parity of N i once N i 1. Hence, to realize a sym-SRE phase, ν must be even.
The advantage of this argument is that one may get a stronger constraint on ν by using manifolds other that the torus. To this end, we discuss how to define a lattice model on a flat manifold obtained by 'modding-out' R 3 by a subgroup Γ of the SG. Let us first formalize the familiar example of putting a translation invariant 1D system onto a ring S 1 . If the circumference of the ring is N , we identify sites x with x + nN (n ∈ Z) and operatorŝ O x withÔ x+nN . Denoting Γ as the group generated by an N -step translation, one can formally rewrite this identification rule (∼ Γ ) as
for g ∈ Γ. Here,ĝ is the quantum operator corresponding to g,Ô (i)
x runs over all the operators at x, and U g is a unitary matrix representation which could account for any action of g on the internal degrees of freedom, as will eventually be required for spin-orbit coupling. For the usual notion of translation, U g = 1. The Hamiltonian for the ring is obtained from that of the infinite chain by identifying terms using the equivalence ∼ Γ .
The same procedure applies to more complicated space group symmetries: given a 3D lattice Hamiltonian symmetric under Γ ⊂ SG, we impose the equivalence relation ∼ Γ in order to obtain a lattice model on the space R 3 /Γ. There are two requirements on Γ in order to obtain a welldefined lattice Hamiltonian. First, Γ must be fixed-point free (also called 'Bieberbach'), as otherwise the manifold will contain conical singularities or edges, so won't be locally indistinguishable from the plane (see Appendix for more details). Second, since U g also encodes the nontrivial action of glides and screws on the internal spin, Γ has to be compatible with certain consistency conditions (namely the existence of the lattice analog of Spin and Pin − structure), which we will return to shortly. There are 10 compact flat manifolds (also known as Bieberbach manifolds) in 3D, and each of them can be obtained by modding-out R 3 by a Bieberbach group Γ 15 . For example, when Γ is generated by a glide and two other orthogonal translations we obtain a manifold diffeomorphic to (the Klein bottle) × S 1 , the so-called 'first amphicosm. ' 15 When Γ is non-symmorphic, the number of unit cells contained in the resulting manifold R 3 /Γ can be fractional, and will lead to a tighter bound.
For example, to derive the constraint for space group No. 24, we put the system on a manifold obtained from a subgroup Γ spanned by two suitably chosen screws. The resulting manifold (Fig. 3) can contain a half-integer number of primitive unit cells of No. 24. Specifically, the number of electrons will be N e = νN 1 N 2 (2N 3 + 1)/2 for N i ∈ Z. Choosing N 1 N 2 to be odd, we must have ν ∈ 4Z to avoid a Kramers degeneracy.
By engineering Γ for each of the elementary space groups, we have obtained the tight bounds ν min , as summarized in Table I . Furthermore, using group-subgroup relations described in detail in Appendix, we determine the set of all possible fillings that are allowed to realize a sym-SRE phase for each of all 157 NS space groups, which we include in Appendix. Except for 10 NS space groups (No. 73, 106, 110, 133, 135, 142, 206, 220, 228 and 230), these fillings are necessary and sufficient -there is indeed a noninteracting band insulator at these filling 18 . For the 10 NS groups mentioned, however, our method here indicates a sym-SRE insulator is possible at ν = 4, whereas one can in fact show a band insulator at the same filling is impossible 19 . Therefore, there are two possibilitieseither one can actually show a stronger constraint that prohibits this filling (by utilizing point group symmetries of the space group, which we did not use in this work) or there indeed exists an interacting example of sym-SRE phase at this filling. We leave this open problem to future work.
In closing we note the following technical point. It is well known that consistently defining spinors in the continuum requires the manifold to admit 'Spin' or 'Pin ± ' structure, so we should investigate whether this constraint arises in the SOC lattice setting (Pin ± structures extend Spin structures to non-orientable manifolds; the ± sign indicates that the square of a reflection is ±1). The subtlety arises because SOC spinful fermion operatorsf x σ transform under a double group of the SG [e.g., SU(2) rather than SO(3) for the proper rotation part of the SG], leading to sign ambiguities in the choice of U g in Eq. (7). If the signs are not fixed properly, the U g will generate a projective representation of Γ, i.e., U g1 U g2 = ±U g1g2 . When the U g are projective, the equivalence relation ∼ Γ is ill-defined; we do not know if we should identify U g1g2fg 1 g2( x) with +f x or −f x . Therefore, we have to carefully choose the sign of each U g in such a way that U g forms a linear (nonprojective) representation of Γ. This choice may not be unique, and as detailed in Appendix each choice corresponds to a different Spin / Pin − structure 20 . Fortunately, all 3D flat manifolds admit either a Spin or Pin − structure, so the proper choice of U g is always possible.
Localized spin models: New symmetry constraints
So far we have focused on universal constraints on ν with the input of space groups only. We now show that, given specific positions of sites in the unit cell, there is an entirely new class of constraints. Unlike the previous section where we could utilize only fixed-point free symmetry operations, here we use a point-group symmetry to probe the location of the sites in the unit cell. For this result we must restrict to the strongly Mott-insulating regime where the system reduces to S = 1/2 moments at lattices sites. In the presence of certain reflection symmetries, even for symmorphic crystal lattices the minimal filling for a trivial paramagnet can be ν min = 4, not ν min = 2. In particular: If an S = 1/2 magnet has an odd number of moments per unit cell lying on a reflection plane, the system is either gapless, or the ground state is not-unique. The 'tighest' bound is shattered because here we assume a more constraining scenario, namely we assume specific lattice realizations of the space group symmetries where the electrons are strongly localized.
As a concrete example we consider the distorted checkerboard lattice shown in Fig. 2(b) with S = 1/2 moments localized on every lattice site. This is an example of a lattice with the symmorphic wallpaper group symmetry No. 3 (pm), which contains a mirror (x, y) → (−x, y). There are two inequivalent mirror planes x = 0 and x = 1/2, and we consider a lattice formed by putting one site on each of the two planes in each unit cell as shown in Fig. 2(b) . No symmetry relates the moments on the two sub-lattices a and b (corresponding to Wyckoff letters a and b in Ref. 17) , and the crystal is symmorphic, so our previous results do not imply a constraint. Now we consider putting the system onto a cylinder with an odd circumference in the y direction. Consider an entanglement cut at anywhere between x = 0 and 1/2. Under mirror reflection about the plane x = 1/2, the two entanglement cuts enclose an odd number of sites in sublattice b and hence an odd number of S = 1/2 moments. Now suppose that each S = 1/2 moment carries a projective representation of some symmetry, say TR or SO(3). Then these symmetry-related entanglement cuts yield corresponding Schmidt states carrying different representations. This rules out the possibility of having a trivial ground state at filling ν = 2.
Note, however, if charge fluctuations are allowed, then we can localize both electrons to one or the other lattice site and thereby obtain a sym-SRE insulator. Therefore it was important that we consider the pure spin model. Another route to preserving the obstruction is to consider Hamiltonians with particle-hole symmetry, obtained for instance, by only allowing hopping between bipartite lattice sites. This also effectively constrains the filling on sites.
APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Let us discuss some physical applications of our result. First, consider the statement -a Mott insulator with an odd number of electrons per unit cell must either be gapless or, if gapped, must display a ground state degeneracy. This is true even when only time reversal symmetry is present and spin rotation invariance is absent. The Mott insulator has a net Kramers doublet per unit cell, which is the analog of having a half odd integer spin per unit cell. This is of practical relevance in real materials, where spin-orbit coupling always breaks the full spin rotation symmetry while time reversal continues to be a physical symmetry. Let us consider the possible ground states of a Mott insulator with just time reversal symmetry in D = 2. The conventional ground states either spontaneously break time reversal symmetry, or spatial translation symmetry. In both cases ground state degeneracies result due to symmetry breaking. However, any other cause for ground state degeneracy, or gaplessness, must have an 'exotic' origin. For example, ground state degeneracy that is not attributable to symmetry breaking implies there is no local operator that could distinguish the different states. This is the hallmark of topological order, as in a quantum spin liquid, where emergent excitations with self or mutual anyonic statistics are expected. Similarly, the conventional origin of gapless excitations in a phase, either a Fermi sea of electrons or Goldstone modes are both ruled out since we are dealing with a symmetric insulator. The materials Herbertsmithite (ZnCu 3 (OH) 6 Cl 2 ) is a Mott insulator with spin 1/2 moments on a Kagome lattice 21 . The ground state is believed to be symmetric since no thermodynamic phase transition occurs on lowering the temperature to a small fraction of the exchange energy. In addition to Heisenberg exchange terms, spin-orbit coupling induced Dyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions lower the spin rotation symmetry 6 . Hence one cannot directly apply the Oshikawa-Hastings type argument to this system. However, since time reversal is preserved, we can use the results of the present paper to conclude that the resulting ground state must be an unconventional phase of matter such as a gapped quantum spin liquid.
A more surprising application of our results concerns the truly three-dimensional material Na 4 Ir 3 O 8 , in which the iridium atoms form a hyperkagome lattice with 12 sites per primitive unit cell 22 . Similar to Herbertshimite, no thermodynamic phase transition is observed when approaching the zero-temperature limit and the ground state is believed to be symmetric. In a simplified picture, the system can be described as an anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg model with one spin-1/2 moment on each of the iridium sites. In reality, however, both spin-orbit coupling and charge fluctuation are significant in Na 4 Ir 3 O 8 4 . This precludes any application of the original HOLSM theorem. While our results have taken into account such generalizations, the electron filling here is even and so the argument above, utilizing the odd electron filling in Herberstmithite, is also inapplicable. Nonetheless, we can still rule out a sym-SRE insulating phase by incorporating the non-symmorphic space group symmetries: Na 4 Ir 3 O 8 crystallizes in the space group No. 213 (P 4 1 32) 22 , which admits a sym-SRE insulator only when ν ∈ 8Z (Appendix Table I ) but ν = 12.
One caveat though is the presence of impurities strictly speaking, destroys translation invariance which is crucial to defining filling 21 . In addition, for some systems certain atoms are not perfectly ordered and the space group symmetries are, strictly speaking, only approximate. This is the case in the hyperkagome Na 4 Ir 3 O 8 , in which the sodium atoms sit at Wyckoff positions 4a and 12d with only 75% occupation 22 . Hence all statements are about a putative clean system in which the relevant degrees of freedom are symmetric under the space group considered.
As a second example consider the Dirac semimetal described in Refs. 23 and 24. A simple model of this state is the Fu-Kane-Mele 25 model of electrons on a diamond lattice at half filling, which leads to Dirac cones at face centers of the Brillouin zone. In a noninteracting electron picture, the stability of this interesting electronic structure arises from the non-symmorphic space group of the diamond lattice, which leads to a four dimensional irreducible representation which forms the apex of the Dirac cone. Can strong interactions gap these nodes and lead to a sym-SRE insulator? Since the diamond lattice has two sites in the unit cell, the filling of two electrons is compatible with a sym-SRE state in a symmorphic crystal. However, given the non-symmorphic diamond lattice, the minimum trivial filling is four -implying that if the Dirac nodes are gapped the system necessarily breaks symmetry or is topologically ordered.
In conclusion, we have obtained the allowed sequences of filling for which SOC-coupled interacting electrons can form a sym-SRE insulator for all elementary space groups. For symmorphic lattices this happens to be an even number of electrons per unit cell, while for non-symmorphic lattices the sequence is more restrictive and demands at least four electrons per unit cell. The minimal fillings for a variety of non-symmorphic space groups were derived, however a complete exploration of the tightness of these lower bounds is left for future work. Similarly, the exploration of constraints on topological order and symmetry fractionalization for nonsymmorphic lattices, analogous to the analysis for Mott insulators 26 , is an interesting open problem. In the MPS formalism, a short-range correlated translation invariant wave-function Ψ is written as
where the local Hilbert spaces are indexed by a n and the α n are "auxiliary" indices to be summed over. For our purposes, χ can actually be infinite: what's important is that the Schmidt decomposition has a well behaved and discrete spectrum, which follows from the area-law obeyed by gapped ground states 13 . An important question is how the global symmetries of Ψ manifest themselves in the local tensors B. In our case the global U(1) and time reversal symmetries factorize into their onsite representations,Ĝ
where n label sites and the g are onsite unitary operators. Assuming translation invariance, we will drop the superscript n. Standard results 27 show that in the absence of long-range order, Ψ is symmetric if and only if
for some unitary χ × χ matrices U , and ν ∈ Z is the integer filling of the system. The transformation laws of Eq. (A5) define the U only up to a phase. While the onsite symmetries satisfy
since T 2 = (−1) N f , the U may realize the symmetry group only projectively,
In our case this particular relation is not interesting, as we can choose the phase of U π to set ω(T , T ) = 1. However, when we compare the equalities contained in Eqs. (A5) and (A6), we obtain
which implies
Unless ν ∈ 2Z, we arrive at a contradiction.
Appendix B: 'Modding-out' and the emergence of Spin and Pin ± from a lattice model
Motivation and setup
In this appendix, we clarify some subtleties in putting a system on a compact flat manifold R D /Γ. To illustrate the problem, let us first explore a more explicit form of the Hamiltonian on R D /Γ obtained by the modding-out prescription explained in the main text.
To that end, let a subspace M ⊂ R D be a fundamental domain that contains exactly one of the equivalent points of any x ∈ R D . Namely, for any y ∈ R D , there exists a unique x ∈ M and g ∈ Γ such that y = g( x). Note that g is also unique since Γ is fixed-point free. Although it is not necessary, for simplicity we choose M to be simply connected.
We assume the original Hamiltonian in R D is a sum of local termsĤ = xĤ A x , whereĤ A x has a finite support A x around x. Then consider
When x in this sum is near the boundary of M ,Ĥ A x might contain operators outside of M ; in that case they should be understood as the identified operators inside M , given by the equivalence relation
Then the natural identification M M Γ ≡ R D /Γ allows us to interpretĤ M as the Hamiltonian on M Γ . Note that the infinitely many different choices of M gives the same M Γ as long as one remembers each site in M Γ can be labeled by the labels of any of the equivalent sites in R D . While the choice of g above, as a space group element, is unique, for SOC fermions the symmetry group has to be extended by the Z 2 fermion parity andĝ is not uniquely defined. As such, a more careful discussion is warranted and we tackle it in the last subsection of this appendix.
Putting such complications aside, one still sees there are infinitely many valid choices of M . The choice of M , however, is merely a gauge choice. More precisely, in this appendix we show the following: given any two valid choices of fundamental domains M and M , the HamiltoniansĤ M andĤ M are related by a local unitary transformation.
As an illustrative example, let us consider the following Hamiltonian in 2D:
where X and Y are spin operators.Ĥ is invariant under a space group G generated by glide G x ,
and translation T y ,
Let Γ be the subgroup of the full symmetry group generated by G with N x , N y being odd integers. As described, we introduce the equivalence relation :
For example, M can be chosen as
Under identification of the edges of M by Γ, one sees that M Γ is actually the Klein bottle. As described, the modded-out Hamiltonian is then given bŷ 
Therefore, one can argue that any expectation values of local operators or correlation functions around any given points in M Γ are unchanged from those in the bulk (for sufficiently large N x , N y ). This point can be made clearer using the local unitary equivalence we discuss in the next subsection.
The answer for the second point depends on the property of Γ. To understand this, one should ask: does
It is easy to see that this is the case only when Γ is a normal subgroup of G. When Γ is normal, the G invariance ofĤ implies the G invariance ofĤ M (up to local unitaries). Even when Γ is not normal, however,Ĥ M is still invariant under the normalizer of Γ in the full symmetry group (e.g. in the above example, Γ is generated byĜ x only). For our purpose, the G invariance ofĤ M is not necessary -the properties that each point of M Γ is locally identical to the bulk and thatĤ M remains TR symmetric are sufficient.
Local unitary equivalence
Here we explicitly show the asserted local unitary equivalence among {Ĥ M } defined with different fundamental domains, and discuss its physical consequence.
To this end, we first define a slightly more formal, but nonetheless equivalent, procedure to define the moddedout Hamiltonian in Eq. (B1). This merely serves to introduce notations that make the local unitary equivalence manifest. By definition, for any site y in R D there exists x ∈ M and g x . Generally, we can consider both Pin + (D) and Pin − (D) depending on whether reflections square to R 2 = (±1) N . To consistently introduce the equivalence relation on spinful fermions required to mod-out by Γ, we need a group homomorphism : Γ → G F which encodes how we choose the sign that can accompany each reflection and rotation. Namely, has to satisfy (g 1 ) (g 2 ) = (g 1 g 2 ).
(B13)
such that the following diagram commutes:
This is a 'lift' of the holonomy representation to G F . Depending on Γ, it may or may not be possible to find such an . In fact, Ref. 20 shows that Eq. (B14) is precisely the condition for the existence of a Spin / Pin structure on M Γ . All orientable 3-manifolds admit spin structure and all nonorientable 3-manifolds admit Pin − structure. Hence, all 10 Bieberbach 3-manifolds (6 orientable and 4 nonorientable) admit Spin or Pin − structure, and such always exists.
As an illuminating example, let us discuss the space group No. 29. This group is generated by three symmetry elements: 
with relations
where T x,y,z is translation by one unit. Since r(G x ) = IC 2x (I is the inversion) and r(S z ) = C 2z , we have up to signs ξ x,y,z = ±1:
(S z ) = ξ z e i σz 2 π = ξ z iσ z .
For to be homomorphic, has to keep relations in Eq. (B18). It is easy to see that once we fix (T x ) = (T z ) = −1, all relations are satisfied without specifying ξ x,y,z = ±1. We thus have 2 3 = 8 Pin − structures. Curiously, this group, No. 29, is the single exception that does not admit Pin + structure among all Bieberbach groups. For Pin + we have to use (G x ) = ξ x σ x so that (G 2 x ) = +1, which also fixes (T x ) = +1. Then, the third relation in Eq. (B18) is violated. Therefore, we cannot put particles obeying Pin + on the manifold '1st Amphidicosm' obtained by modding-out R 3 by Γ = No. 29. This, however, does not concern us here since we are interested in spin-1/2 electrons.
Note that because we consider models with U(1) symmetry, it seems that we could redefine the reflections by an arbitrary U(1) phase arbitrary phase θ, R x → e iθN R x .
Choosing then θ = π/2 erases the distinction between Pin + and Pin − . Formally this amounts to considering U(1), rather than Z 2 , extensions of the space group, leading to Spin C and Pin C structures. However, time-reversal narrows down this U(1) ambiguity since the modding-out process must preserve TR symmetry. The space group elements g ∈ Γ and T commute; the lift must as well, (g)T = T (g), otherwise the 'seams' of the region will break TR. For S = 1/2 models, this amounts to requiring σ y (g) * σ y = (g).
So TR invariance reduces the U(1) ambiguity back down to Z 2 , fixing either Pin ± . For example, (G x ) = ξ x iσ x for Pin − satisfies this, while (G x ) = ξ x σ x for Pin + does not. In general, the relation R 2 (T RT −1 R −1 ) = (±1) N is invariant under U(1) redefinitions of R (since T conjugates phases) and determines which of Pin ± to use.
Appendix C: Group-subgroup relations and elementary NS space groups
As explained in the main text, all 157 NS space groups contains at least one of the elementary NS space groups as t-subgroup. 
with Γ 0 being a Bieberbach (fixed-point free) subgroup of G and T being the lattice translation subgroup of G.
(Any Bieberbach group is 'elementary' in our notation, but some elementary space groups are not fixed-point free.) We list the results in Table II. 
